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A “Symbolic” representation of GAIA

and Our contribution to the Planet

“Gaia” the movie, ®copyright “avec l’aimable autorisation de JF Daigremont/Colporteurs Production.” Supports all kind of contents



Starting from JAPAN

...using the Planet sceneries

Projecting  YOUR contents...

...as background during Magic & Twilight hours



Introducing GAIA kun, the mascot.
As a simple “call to action”, his mission is:
-to connect the Caravan online & onsite activities with the local community.
-to make new friends, discover their environment, share happy moment together.
-to activate all sorts of events during the caravan wandering in various location..

GAIA kun and GAIA Caravan concept brings you a wide range of opportunities...



GAIA kun making friends 



The sphere(240°) 2m-4m-6m

Various 
Local ev

ents & P
R activi

ties

Floor - Podium - Suspended version GAIA, a 5” short movie animation



Some ideas on how you could be using the sphere 

with local communities, companies, artists, schools...



You can activate GAIA Caravan in your area, be part of the adventure!



OFFLINE

Website

Blog posts

Photos / Videos 

Social media(media release ...)

Online Shop

Gaia Caravan projection shooting

Local communities meet up & activities:
The sphere with GAIA kun.

“GAIA”: a 5” Earth short animation movie 
for schools, event space...

Fundraising, Collaboration, Tie ups

Branding

ONLINE

Looking for Sponsors, Creative people,Volunteers  (social media, video/photo...set up etc...)
Be part of the Adventure!

PLATFORM



Interested to use GAIA Caravan ?

We've been challenging spherical projection set ups globally since 2006 with our company M Global Japan.

GAIA Caravan is a unique platform designed & customized with YOU & YOUR CLIENT specification as 
the top priority, based on your creative ideas, choice of location etc... and the tools we provide for 
IMPACT VISUAL COMMUNICATION.

GAIA Caravan is available anywhere for beautiful location shooting ……
with a focus for outdoors but not limited to!
No restriction on specific industries or products but with existing or interest in CSR activities a plus.

We receive your contents for projection set ups and do the rest.
We shoot with drone, go pro and other equipment according to your specification.
Your own shooting team can be part of the adventure anytime.

It is also for Artists, Media, individuals, organizations... to deliver their messages in a unique way.

GAIA Caravan supports fundraising projects in general and participate in local events along the way.



K.K  M Global Japan
Base Camp Studios

matsubara 5-47-12, setagaya-ku
tokyo 156-0043 Japan

T:03-6379-2092
T:070-5578-5995
090-6001-1851

info@mglobaljapan.com
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http://www.basecampstudios.com

http://www.mglobaljapan.com ...the way you communicate...
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